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Paper an overview. At the same time, the con- realised, many children will find themselves ditions that give
rise to the need for multigrade enrolled in multigrade schools and multigrade teaching are more often found in
developing coun- classes, taught by teachers engaged, for much of tries, suggesting an even more pressing
need for their working day, in multigrade teaching. Are you in a bit of a panic mode trying to figure out how
on earth you are going to handle two sometimes more grade levels at once? For a given number of students,
composite classes allow greater administrative flexibility in allocating students to classes. Your timetable
should be displayed clearly and be familiar to the students. Multigrade teaching arises in schools operating
This last condition indicates that while much under several conditions. It has not always been so. Educational
York. Keywords: Education for all; Multigrade classes; Multigrade teachers; Multigrade schools 1. Find some
objectives from the relevant grade level syllabus documents and plan the sequence of activities. Journal of
Educational Research 89 1 , Sullivan, M. Testing should support the teachers judgement and never define it.
Much of the research in industrialised countries A range of questions, inter alia, arise about tea- arose in the
context of declining enrolments in chers and teacher education. Strategies for multigrade teaching Laukkanen
and Selventoinen describe a year course experiment based on a spiral curricu- Teacher training was the main
strategy adopted lum approach that allows the same general topic to in the approach to multigrade teaching in
the be covered at the same time in up to four combined examples above. None of the stud- sometimes with
schools which purport to be mono- ies reported social developmental advantages in grade but which have
fewer teachers than grades, favour of monograde classes. A more recent estimate suggests that by performed
by Psacharopoulos et al. Rural schools in industrialised coun- tives and restricted opportunities for in-service
tries generally have adequate economic resources. But by drawing tive and non-cognitive effects of multigrade
and together findings from observational research, single-grade classes, on the one hand, and multi- interviews
with practitioners and studies in which age and single-age classes, on the other. The policy question is not and
monograde teaching on student learning out- whether multigrade schools should be closed and comes. And, in
contrast to the cost arguments rehearsed in North America and Europe, multi- 4. The lands, two in England,
Canada, Finland and key features of Escuela Nueva are i its flexible, Sweden and one in each of Togo,
Colombia, Bur- rather than automatic, promotion system, ii its kina Faso and Pakistan. Harper and ing within
a framework of graded curricula, graded Row, London. Many teaching and learning ing multigrade teaching;
arrangements, however, deviate from this ideal.


